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Abstract- The overflow of new technologies that enable live streams of big data has availed healthcare monitoring
in real time. A massive amount of medical data generated by IoT wearable devices can be transmitted today in real-
time to medical professionals. However, the high velocity and time sensitivity of such data make it difficult to include
the  analysis  and  processing  to  extract  insights  in  real-time.  This  work  presents  an  approach  for  patient  health
monitoring based on visual analytics to help collecting, processing, and visualizing medical data streams in real-time.
A first prototype of this system was developed, and initial results are presented.

1.Introduction

Collecting  different  types  of  biomedical  data  has
become consistently effortless due to the continuous
growth of medical wearable devices. Thus, in the field
of  electronic  health  (eHealth),  the  prerequisites  of
patient  monitoring can be fulfilled by the ability  of
these devices  to  perform distant  transmission of  the
medical  data [1].  During patient monitoring, sensors
perform the capture of different health data variables
and the IoT provides the storage and the transfer  of
these data allowing remote supervision of patients [2].
Due  to  the  massive  amount  of  data  that  can  be
generated by different sensors at the same time during
the patient monitoring and its heterogeneity nature as
well as its high velocity, it is challenging to process,
analyze  and  visualize  such  data  in  real-time.  These
challenges cannot be handled using traditional current
systems due to their limitations and time consumption
[3].
Extracting insight from big data and making real-time
decisions from visual representations can be provided
using the visual analytics concept, which is essentially
based  on  combining  data  analytics  and  interactive
visualization.  The  application  of  visual  analytics  in
patient healthcare monitoring could help to overcome
the challenges raised using traditional methods. 
This  paper  presents  a  new  approach  for  real  time
visual  analytics  dedicated  to  patient’s  health

monitoring  and  the  initial  implementation  of  a
distributed framework is described.

2.Relatded work

Visual  analytics  is  the  concept  of  combining  data
analysis,  visual  representation,  and  human
interactivity  to  extract  insights  and  make  decisions.
Multiple  disciplines  are  involved  in  the  visual
analytics  process  including  data  mining,  machine
learning  and  advanced  graphic  representations.
Dynamic visual analytics is defined as “The process
of  integrating  knowledge  discovery  and  interactive
visual interfaces to facilitate data stream analysis and
provide situational awareness in real-time.” [4]

The data can be massive, heterogeneous, ambiguous,
and often conflicting in nature. Thus, several methods
and models of visual analytics appeared depending on
the  requirements  of  each  application  domain.
However, in the literature many taxonomies of visual
analytics  methods  and  techniques  were  proposed.
Andrienko  et  al.  defined  a  typology  of  tasks  in
exploratory data analysis based on data structure [5].
Analysis tasks were classified by involving the pattern
notion  into  Behavior  characterization,  Behavior
comparison and Relation seeking. Roth [6] presented
a  taxonomy  of  interaction  techniques  organized
according  to  “three  broad user  goals  motivating the



use  of  the  visualization”:  procure,  predict,  and
prescribe.  These  goals  can  be  considered  as
corresponding  to  the  task  ‘assess’,  ‘forecast’,  and
‘develop options’ [7].
In the medical field, visual analytics solutions started
to be used increasingly last few years for monitoring,
prediction of future health states of the patients and
decisions  making.  KAVAGait  is  a  visual  analytics
system allowing  the  storage  and  the  exploration  of
complex  data  captured  in  clinical  gait  analysis  [8].
Similarly,  Preha is a  novel application for precision
rehabilitation that  uses  predictive visual  analytics  to
process  and  visualize  heterogeneous  and
multidimensional data [9]. Ghods et  al. proposed an
iterative visual analytics design for CIL (clinician-in-
the-loop) that enables clinicians to monitor the patient
behavior patterns obtained from smart home data and
provides the potential to support self-management and
chronic conditions [10].  to provide clinical decision
support in managing glaucoma progression, Van den
Brandt  et  al.  designed  a  visual  analytics  tool  that
includes a prediction model. Their approach aims to
assess reliability of a prediction, understand why the
model  made  a  prediction,  alert  to  relevant  features,
and guide future scheduling of visual fields [11].

3. User requirements 

Visual analytics has the potential for providing real-
time data processing when integrated  in live stream
data workflow. However,  the design of  an effective
visual  analytics  system  that  provides  real-time
patient’s health monitoring is an elaborate work. Thus,
such  system  design  should  take  into  consideration
different requirements and challenges. 
Using the triangle data-user-tasks defined by  Miksch
et al.  [12],  the most important  requirements of such
system can be specified as follows:
Data: In the real time patient health monitoring there
are two types of data: stream data captured by specific
wearable  sensors  and IoT and historical  data  stored
from  the  previous  health  records.  The  data  are
numeric,  time-oriented  and  characterized  by  its  big
volume and high velocity.
Users:  The  users  are  health  practitioners  such  as
doctors and physical  therapists.  These users need to
have  access  to  different  data  representations  and
interact with the visual dashboard.
Tasks: The main task of the health practitioner is to
monitor  and evaluate  the  patient’s  health  conditions
such  as  health  vital  parameters,  symptoms of  the

evolution  of  pathologies,  and  for  example,  physical
activities for Parkinson and post-stroke patients. The
prediction of a patient 's health condition is crucial for
taking  immediate  decisions  and  for  planning  the
therapy  program.  Hence,  there  is  a  need  for  a
distributed  architecture  that  combines  storing  and
stream processing of biomedical data. 

4. Proposed approach

The proposed architecture of real-time visual analytics
for  patient  health  monitoring  combines  parallel
workflow of data generated by the sensors worn by
the patient fig .1.
The captured data is transmitted to an event hub which
publishes data equally to:

- Persistent database to be used as a consistent
training set to build reliable machine learning
(ML) models,

- Stream  analytics  to  process  real-time  data
and apply specified ML models.

The  resulting  data  is  then  redirected  to  a  web
visualization  dashboard  where  the  clinician  has  the
possibility to interact with the system and readjust the 
monitoring features. 

Fig.1 The proposed system architecture
4.1 Initial implementation
A  first  prototype  of  the  proposed  architecture  was
implemented  on  an  Ubuntu  20.4  machine  (Core  i5
processor,  4GB  RAM)  equipped  with  Kafka  2.13-
2.6.1  server,  zookeeper  and  kafka  manager.  The
system was  developed  using  Spyder  IDE 4.2.1  and
Python 3.9.0.
4.2 System Testing:
Using  two  existing  datasets,  the  first  dataset  is
obtained from an ECG and used to simulate the heart
rate of the monitored patient [13]. The second dataset
is of kinematics of hand during physical rehabilitation
activities  [14],  they  are  used  to  simulate  the  data
monitoring  of  the  thumb  flex  angle  during  hand
activities during medical rehabilitation exercises. 



To develop  a  data  generator,  the  ECG dataset  of  1
second  containing  3600  values  and  the  thumb  flex
angle  dataset  containing  about  600 values  during  5
seconds were looped in time to simulate the real-time
continuous dataflow.
The monitoring scenario  is  to  capture  and  visualize

the ECG data and the thumb flex angle data of a single

patient during the execution of hand activity for lifting

an object  from a table and releasing it  on the same

table Fig 2.
(a)

(b)

Fig.2  Example of real-time medical data monitoring.
(a)  ECG  data.  (b)  Thumb  flex  angle  during  hand
activity.

5. Results:

The latency of the data workflow increases with the
number of patients monitored at the same time and the
number of sensors used for data capture. This is due to
the use of a single machine to embrace the different
components of the proposed framework. 

6. Conclusion and research 
perspectives

This paper proposed an approach of real-time visual
analytics  for  patient  health  monitoring.  A  first
prototype of this system was developed, and the initial
testing  showed  the  existence  of  data  workflow
latency. The future improvement of this system will
be  made  using  distributed  machines  to  reduce  the
latency,  which  is  crucial  for  patient  safety  and
appropriate decision making. In the next step of the
system  development  a  cloud  database  and  machine
learning  algorithms  will  be  included  to  build
prediction models of different medical data types. 
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